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Abstract:

Mobile communication devices have evolved tremendously in the last few decades. These devices are not bound to an application but are useful for a wide range of functionalities. For example, the modern smart phones provide not only the calling facility but also multiple other functionalities such as 3D gaming, Internet access, Bluetooth, and so on. These evolutions require higher data rates, and low latencies. To achieve these features, techniques such as OFDM and MIMO are being introduced leading to co-existence of multiple wireless standards. Separate standards exist for supporting varying connectivity ranges. Relying on hardware implementation to accommodate these features on mobile devices leads to design challenges such as higher area for multiple hardware units, costlier implementation, longer time to market and so on. To overcome these challenges, having the entire baseband running on a programmable architecture is an attractive alternative. This is possible if we have the wireless physical layer functions software defined and run on a re-configurable architecture. This is popularly known as Software Defined Radio (SDR) implementation. With SDR architectures, we overcome the drawbacks of custom hardware implementations by bringing down the implementation cost, reducing the size as resource sharing is applicable, lowering the time-to-market as standard revisions simply require software upgradation rather than building the customized hardware. SDR thus proves to be an attractive alternative as it enables the reuse of design efforts across generations.

Battery life limits the utility of handheld devices such as mobile phones. With more and more applications and features enabled in modern devices the energy consumption is increasing. Current smart phones suffer a major drawback of short battery life, with average lasting time of less than a day. This poses a need to lower the energy consumption so as to increase the battery life. The lower the energy consumption, the longer the battery life will be. Bigger batteries are not a good solution for this problem as the portability of handheld devices decreases with increasing device sizes and weights. Thus, there is a need to have energy efficient implementations for applications running on such architectures. Memory plays a dominating role in the system design leading to significant amount of research in data and memory optimizations. Optimizations related to memory accesses and data storage make a significant difference to the performance and energy of a wide range of data-intensive applications. Such strategies need to evolve with modern SoC and processor architectures, which lead to new optimization opportunities. In this thesis, we propose some strategies that significantly reduce the memory accesses thereby reducing the overall implementation energy. The proposed strategies are targeted at embedded processor systems with features such as scratch pad memories (SPM), Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) FUs, and vector register files with wide interfaces to both SPM and FUs. The main contributions of this thesis are:

- We study the inter- and intra-kernel data dependencies for the LTE MIMO wireless standard and propose and compare efficient data layouts for the application. Our focus is on the LTE downlink receiver as this is a data- and computation-intensive part of the LTE application with tight energy and latency constraints.
- Array Interleaving, the proposed data layout transformation for the LTE application, is further developed to make it a more broadly applicable compiler transformation strategy for
SIMD architectures. Based on the estimations of the benefits and interleaving costs, we perform a global analysis of arrays accesses spanning multiple loops, and take interleaving decisions that are predicted to be globally optimal. We also incorporate the effect of interleaving granularity in our exploration.

- We propose an energy efficient data flow transformation for Givens Rotation based QR Decomposition, a widely used function for matrix inversion and triangularization, for mapping to SIMD architectures. The proposed sequencing strategy is compared with the conventional sequences for matrices of different sizes. We also explore different possible implementations for QRD of multiple matrices using the SIMD feature of the processor.
- We propose a strategy to select an energy optimal Register File (RF) size for FFT processing on input data having large percentage of zeros. FFT is widely used in signal processing and image processing domains to transform the inputs in the time domain to the frequency domain for simplifying the computations. The strategy, based on memory access and compute count estimates, results in an energy efficient RF configuration out of the large number of configurations possible with the variation in number of registers and the SIMD widths.

With the proposed data layout strategy – Array Interleaving, for LTE application, a reduction of 7-15% in memory energy consumption is obtained over a highly hand-optimized code. Through an exploration for inter- and intra- kernel data dependencies in the application we conclude that there exist no dependencies across the Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs) allowing the merging of some kernels in the data processing block, thereby reducing the overall memory access count by around 15%. Experimental evaluation of the proposed layout strategy on several applications in the wireless communication, multimedia, and image processing domain showed a significant reduction (6% – 34%) in memory energy consumption.

Our proposed data flow transformation strategy for QR Decomposition results in up to 36% reduction in overall energy across different implementations. Up to 75% reduction in memory accesses is achieved over the conventional sequences. A comparison of these sequences with standard tiling transformation shows that tiling results in an energy efficient implementation with respect to conventional sequences but has higher energy consumption compared to the proposed sequencing.

Using our proposed exploration strategy for RF size selection for FFT, we obtain a reduction of up to 59% in data memory energy. This percentage variation is obtained when comparing over the range of possible RF configurations with varying number of registers and SIMD widths.